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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about interconnecting Virtual Cloud Network (VCN)? 

A. VCNs support transitive peering. 

B. Peering VCNs should not have overlapping CIDR blocks. 

C. VCNs must be in the same tenancy to be peered. 

D. The only way to interconnect VCNs is through peering. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Network/Tasks/remoteVCNpeering.htm (note) 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two are true for achieving High Availability on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? (Choose two.) 

A. Store your database across multiple regions so that half of the data resides in one region and the other half resides in
another region. 

B. Attach your block volume form Availability Domain 1 to a compute instance in Availability Domain 2 (and vice versa)
so that they are highly available. 

C. Configure your database to have Data Guard in another Availability Domain in Sync mode within a region. 

D. Store your database files on Object Storage so that they are available in all Availability Domains in all regions. 

E. Distribute your application servers across all Availability Domains within a region. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two actions will occur when a back-end server that is registered with a backend set is marked to drain
connections? (Choose two.) 

A. It disallows new connections to that backend server. 

B. It keeps the connections to that instance open and attempts to complete any in-flight requests. 

C. It redirects the requests to a user-defined error page. 

D. It immediately closes all existing connections to that instance. 

E. It forcibly closes all connections to that instance after a timeout period. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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References: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Reference/sessionpersistence.htm The Load 

Balancing service considers a server marked drain available for existing persisted sessions. New requests 

that are not part of an existing persisted session are not sent to that server. 

 

QUESTION 4

You have provisioned an Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) database with 16 enabled OCPUs and need to
configure the consumer group for your application. Which two are true when deciding the number of sessions for each
application? (Choose two.) 

A. The MEDIUM and LOW consumer group can run up to 16 concurrent SQL statements if HIGH consumer group has 0
SQL statements 

B. The HIGH consumer group can run up to 16 concurrent SQL statements as long as MEDIUM and LOW consumer
groups have 0 SQL statements 

C. The MEDIUM consumer group can run 20 concurrent SQL statements when HIGH consumer group has 0 SQL
statements 

D. The HIGH consumer group can run up to 16 concurrent SQL statements in addition to 32 concurrent SQL statements
in MEDIUM and LOW consumer group each 

E. The HIGH consumer group can run 3 concurrent SQL statements when MEDIUM consumer group has 0 SQL
statements 

Correct Answer: CE 

References: https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous-data-warehouse-
cloud/user/connectpredefined.html#GUID-9747539B-FD46-44F1-8FF8-F5AC650F15BE 

 

QUESTION 5

In which two ways does Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) file storage (FSS) differ from OCI object storage and block
volume services? (Choose two.) 

A. Block volume service is NVMe based, while FSS is not 

B. Object storage and block volume services offer default encryption, but FSS does not 

C. A file system is created within an availability domain, whereas object storage buckets exist at the region level 

D. FSS uses the network file system (NFS) protocol, whereas block volume uses iSCSI 

Correct Answer: CD 
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